Prediction is ubiquitous in oncology: innumerable decisions by patients, oncologists and other care providers depend on assessing the likelihood of future events. For patients with advanced-stage epithelial ovarian cancer (International Federation of Obstetrics and Gynecology (FIGO) stage IIb--IV), decisions about life-extending *vs* palliative care inherently involve a survival prediction ([@bib25]).

Survival after primary treatment for advanced-stage epithelial ovarian cancer is associated with multiple prognostic factors ([@bib26]; [@bib15]; [@bib4]). Although FIGO stage is an implicit predictor for survival ([@bib2]; [@bib10]), researchers have developed five different statistical prognostic tools that provide a quantitative estimate of the survival probability for an individual patient with epithelial ovarian cancer ([@bib7]; [@bib21]; [@bib5]; [@bib9]; [@bib1]). Three of them, two nomograms ([@bib5]; [@bib9]) and one prognostic index ([@bib21]), were developed to predict survival exclusively in patients with advanced-stage disease. To our knowledge, only one of these three models was externally validated ([@bib6]). However, none of these models has gained widespread acceptance or utilisation. In the current study, we evaluated the predictive performance of these three models for advanced-stage ovarian cancer in an independent external validation cohort and compared the predictive performance of the three models with each other and with FIGO stage.

Materials and methods
=====================

Study population
----------------

All patients diagnosed with advanced-stage (FIGO IIb--IV) epithelial ovarian cancer between 1 January 1996 and 1 January 2009 in 11 hospitals (1 university hospital and 10 community hospitals) in the eastern part of The Netherlands were identified at the Netherlands Cancer Registry (NCR) ([@bib22]).

Data on patient characteristics, tumour characteristics, therapy and recurrence were retrospectively collected. Follow-up data were available until 1 January 2011. None of these patients were used in the development of any of the three prognostic models, and as such, this population represents an independent external validation cohort. To validate the predictive performance of the three prognostic models, we developed two validation cohorts for each model: a 'specific\' validation cohort, limited to a subset of patients with advanced-stage disease according to the in- and exclusion criteria of the original population in which the prognostic model was created, and a 'general\' validation cohort, consisting of a subset of patients with advanced-stage epithelial ovarian cancer treated with primary surgical debulking followed by platinum-based chemotherapy. Because each model contained different prognostic factors with possibly missing values, this resulted in three different 'general\' cohorts, as patients with missing predictor values were excluded from external validation.

Prognostic models
-----------------

The nomogram of Gerestein ([@bib9]) was developed in a patient population consisting of women with advanced-stage epithelial ovarian cancer and uses three prognostic variables: preoperative haemoglobin serum concentrations (mmol l^−1^), preoperative blood platelet counts (10^9^ l^−1^) and postoperative residual tumour (\<1 cm), to predict 5-year overall survival (OS) probability. The reported *c* index is 0.67.

Chi ([@bib5]) developed a nomogram in a patient population consisting of women with FIGO stage IIIC epithelial ovarian cancer. To predict 5-year OS probability, six prognostic variables are used: age at surgery, preoperative platelet count (10^9^ l^−1^), tumour grade (1--2 *vs* 3), histology (serous *vs* non-serous), presence of ascites and residual disease status (0 *vs*\<0.5 *vs* 0.5--1.0 *vs* 1--2 *vs* \>2 cm). The reported *c* index is 0.67.

The prognostic index of Teramukai ([@bib21]) was developed in a patient population consisting of women with FIGO stage III or IV epithelial ovarian cancer. The prognostic index predicts 5-year OS probability in three risk groups (low, intermediate and high). It uses four characteristics: age (⩽69 *vs* ⩾70 years), World Health Organisation (WHO) performance status (0 *vs* 1 or 2 *vs* 3 or 4), cell type (mucinous or clear cell *vs* others) and residual tumour size (0 *vs* ⩾0.1 cm). The reported *c* index is 0.65.

Further details including in- and exclusion criteria of the three development cohorts are shown in [Supplementary File 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

External validation/statistical analysis
----------------------------------------

All statistical analyses and plotting were performed using SPSS version 19.0 and R version 2.15.2 ([@bib20]). Overall survival was calculated from the date of surgery to either the date of death or the last follow-up date. Five-year OS probabilities were calculated for every patient using the nomograms, the prognostic index and FIGO stage (Netherlands CCCt, 2013, NCR). Observed 5-year OS rates were obtained using the method of Kaplan--Meier (KM). The discriminative ability was measured with the *c* index. The *c* index is similar to the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve for logistic models and is measured on a scale ranging from 0.5 (no better than chance) to 1 (perfect prediction) ([@bib16]).

Calibration, which refers to how closely the predicted 5-year survival probability by the models and FIGO stage agree with the observed 5-year survival probability, was assessed graphically ([@bib19]) by means of the R package rms ([@bib12]). The predicted 5-year survival probabilities (x axis) are plotted against the observed probabilities (y axis). Ideally, if predicted and observed 5-year survival probabilities agree over the whole range of probabilities, the plots shows a 45° line. We recalibrated the models using a practical approach. We determined in our validation cohort the baseline 5-year survival probability, that is, the probability that a patient with zero points would survive at least 5 years. We also determined a shrinkage factor, to be used for multiplication with the linear part of the prognostic model, to correct for possible overfitting ([@bib19]). The shrinkage factor was set equal to the slope of the linear predictor of the prognostic model after Cox\'s regression in the validation cohort. Both the baseline 5-year survival probability of the validation cohort and the shrinked linear part were used in the recalibrated models for the calculation of the predicted 5-year survival probabilities

Results
=======

Validation cohorts
------------------

During the study period, 1554 patients were diagnosed with epithelial ovarian cancer in the 11 hospitals, of whom 1095 (70%) were with advanced-stage epithelial ovarian cancer (FIGO IIB--IV). Five hundred and forty-two (49%) of these 1095 patients were treated with primary surgical debulking and adjuvant platinum-based chemotherapy.

The 'general\' advanced-stage validation cohorts consisted of 323 (Gerestein), 279 (Chi) and 459 (Teramukai) patients, as 40%, 49% and 15% of the patients were excluded due to missing predictor values, respectively ([Supplementary File 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In the validation cohorts for the models of Gerestein and Chi, absence of preoperative platelet count caused most missing values (92% and 73%, respectively). In the validation cohort for the Teramukai model, 67% of missing values was due to the absence of performance status. The 'specific\' validation cohorts, with in- and exclusion criteria conform the prognostic model, consisted of 227, 154 and 393 patients, respectively ([Supplementary File 3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The amount of missing values was comparable with the general cohorts.

Differences between the three development cohorts and their validation cohorts are provided in [Tables 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}. The development cohort of Gerestein contains a significantly higher rate of patients with FIGO stage IV, poorly differentiated tumours and a significantly lower rate of optimal (\<1 cm) primary debulking with a corresponding lower 5-year OS probability compared with our two validation cohorts. Both validation cohorts were larger than the development cohort. The development cohort of Chi also shows a significantly higher rate of poorly differentiated tumours and a significantly lower rate of complete and optimal primary debulking (\<1 cm) with a non-corresponding higher 5-year OS probability in comparison with the two validation cohorts. Both validation cohorts contained fewer patients than the development cohort. The most important differences between the development cohort of Teramukai and the two validation cohorts are a significantly higher rate of patients with FIGO stage IV and a significantly lower rate of poorly differentiated tumours and complete and optimal (\<1 cm) primary debulking with a non-corresponding higher 5-year OS probability in the development cohort. Both validation cohorts contained fewer patients than the development cohort. In the validation cohorts, median follow-up times for surviving patients ranged between 36 and 42 months, percentage of observed deaths between 50 and 64 and the observed 5-year OS probabilities between 0.31 and 0.42.

External validation
-------------------

[Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} represents the discriminative performance (*c* index) for the three prognostic models and FIGO stage. The *c* indices for the general validation cohorts were 0.62, 0.68 and 0.62 for the Gerestein, Chi and Teramukai model, respectively. Discrimination of all three models was better than that of FIGO stage, with *c* indices for FIGO stage 0.60, 0.59 and 0.58, respectively. The *c* indices for the specific validation cohorts were 0.62, 0.65 and 0.60 for the Gerestein, Chi and Teramukai model, respectively. Compared with FIGO stage, discrimination of the model of Teramukai was better (*c* index for FIGO stage 0.54), whereas discrimination of the model of Gerestein showed the same *c* index as FIGO stage. The prognostic index of Teramukai was previously validated by Clark ([@bib6]) and showed a *c* index of 0.625.

[Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the calibration plots of FIGO stage and of the three prognostic models before and after recalibration. In contrast to the acceptable calibration of the nomogram of Gerestein and FIGO stage, the models of Chi and Teramukai systematically overestimated the 5-year OS probability. This probably is a result of the lower 5-year OS probabilities in our validation cohorts compared with the development cohorts. We therefore recalibrated the models without changing the underlying parameters. After recalibration, the three models showed almost perfect calibration. Compared with the recalibrated models, calibration of FIGO stage was reasonable.

Discussion
==========

This study aimed external validation as well as comparison of three formerly developed prognostic models for 5-year OS and FIGO stage, in patients with advanced-stage epithelial ovarian cancer treated with primary surgical debulking followed by platinum-based chemotherapy.

We did not review two other published models that predict 5-year OS probability in patients with both early- and advanced-stage disease ([@bib7]; [@bib1]). To our opinion, early- and advanced-stage epithelial ovarian cancer are such different entities regarding their tumour biology, treatment, prognostic factors and survival that both require stage-specific prognostic models for survival.

Study design (selection method of participants), participants (in- and exclusion criteria), predictors and outcome were adequately described in all three prognostic model development studies. All studies assessed model performance by internal validation and they all reported optimism corrected c-statistics ([@bib3]). Calibration was only reported by Chi and Teramukai. Both the original development cohorts and the current validation cohorts were retrospective cohorts that allows for a longer follow-up period but at the expense of selection bias and missing data. Missing data also may create bias or the need for multiple imputation techniques ([@bib14]). According to a frequently mentioned rule of thumb that states that 10 events are needed per candidate predictor, sample sizes of the development cohorts were sufficient ([@bib8]) but the development cohort of [@bib9] still can be defined as small. Application of prognostic models requires unambiguous definitions of prognostic factors and standardised and reproducible measurements using methods available in clinical practice ([@bib14]). Unfortunately, the definition of residual tumour after primary debulking, one of the most powerful prognostic factors for survival and used in all three prognostic models, differs substantially between the models. Similarly, presence of ascites, prognostic factor in the nomogram of Chi was not clearly defined. Moreover, the model should be developed in a population that resembles the population for whom the model estimates will be applied ([@bib11]). Nowadays, more and more patients with advanced-stage ovarian cancer are treated with neoadjuvant chemotherapy followed by interval debulking surgery. None of the models can be applied to this category of patients because prognostic factors like preoperative blood platelet count, preoperative haemoglobin, presence of ascites, performance status and postoperative residual tumour can be substantially different after treatment with neoadjuvant chemotherapy.

Although our general advanced-stage epithelial ovarian cancer cohort originally consisted of 542 patients, all six validation cohorts were significantly smaller owing to a high percentage (15--49%) of patients with missing predictor values. We had to decide whether we were going to use modern statistical techniques like multiple imputation to replace missing values in order to create less biased estimates of accuracy and obtain more powerful sample sizes for external validation ([@bib23]). Until now there is little experience with the use of multiple imputation in an external validation setting. We therefore restricted ourselves to a comparison of cases with and without missing predictor values. Patients with and without missing predictor values did not notably differ from each other with respect to FIGO stage, histology, tumour grade, performance status, residual tumour after primary debulking and 5-year OS probability. However, finding proof that predictors are randomly missing is impossible ([@bib18]). To obtain a reasonable power of 80% to detect substantial changes in model performance, it has been suggested that a validation sample should contain at least 100 events and 100 non-events ([@bib24]). In this study, all validation cohorts except the specific validation cohort of Chi consisted of at least 100 events (deaths) and 100 non-events (survivors).

Although our validation cohorts showed more favourable tumour characteristics and more frequent complete cytoreductive surgery than the original cohorts of Chi and Teramukai, the KM estimates for survival were lower. This perhaps may be related to differences in chemotherapeutic treatment, age or a shorter follow-up period, resulting in more censored observations and thus higher impact of a few deaths on the 5-year KM estimates.

Noteworthy is the similar or even better performance in the general cohorts as compared with the specific cohorts, which is a positive finding that enables us to use these models in general practice. Compared with FIGO stage, the models of Chi and Teramukai showed clearly better discriminative performance. The three models systematically showed miscalibration to a greater or lesser extent. Nevertheless, all models showed good calibration after correction for differences in 5-year survival between the development and validation cohorts, and shrinkage of the effect of the predictors on survival. The near-perfect recalibration indicates that the miscalibration is a result of the lower 5-year OS probabilities in our validation cohorts, and an overfit of the prognostic models. However, these recalibrated models also need validation ([@bib17]). Nevertheless, our results provide evidence that the prognostic models overall can perform reasonably well irrespective of tumour and treatment characteristics. Indicating one of the three models as the best model is difficult as all three models have different positive and negative properties.

To be considered useful, a prognostic model must not only show generalisability (external validation) but also clinical effectiveness. For the three validated models, an impact study can determine whether use of the model has added value, including the acceptability of the prognostic model to clinicians and ease of use ([@bib13]).

Conclusion
==========

In this study, we externally validated three prognostic models for survival in patients with advanced-stage ovarian cancer. They all showed reasonably well accuracy, especially in comparison to FIGO stage. Impact studies, quantifying the effect of using the prognostic models on decision-making and patient outcome, are warranted.
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![**Calibration of the two nomograms, prognostic index and FIGO stage in their 'general\' and 'specific\' validation cohorts.** Five-year survival probabilities based on the three prognostic models and FIGO stage are plotted against the KM survival rates. Dots and blocks show the relation between the predicted and observed survival probabilities for FIGO stage (**A**--**F**) and for the prognostic index before and after recalibration (**E** and **F**). A spline shows the continuous relation between the predicted and observed survival probabilities for the two nomograms before and after recalibration (**A**--**D**) (F Harrell, rms package). The dashed line represents the perfect calibration slope. Distribution of the recalibrated predicted probabilities is indicated with vertical lines at the bottom of the plot (**A**--**D**).](bjc2013717f1){#fig1}

###### Patient and study characteristics of the [@bib9] original development cohort and the 'general\' and 'specific\' advanced-stage validation cohorts

  **Parameter**                                                              **Gerestein original cohort (*****N*****=118)**   **General validation cohort (*****N*****=323)**   ***P*****-value**^**a**^   **Specific validation cohort (*****N*****=227)**   ***P*****-value**^**b**^
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------------------------------- --------------------------
  Age at diagnosis, median (interquartile range) (years)                                        62 (NR )                                        61 (52--69 )                               ---                                60 (52--69)                                ---
  **FIGO stage, *n* (%)**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  II                                                                                             10 (9)                                            50 (15)                                 0.01                                 36 (16)                                 0.009
  III                                                                                            89 (75)                                          248 (77)                                                                      175 (77)                                   
  IV                                                                                             19 (16)                                           25 (8)                                                                        16 (7)                                    
  **Tumour grade, *n* (%)**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  1                                                                                               6 (5)                                            27 (9)                                  0.3                                   16 (8)                                  0.6
  2                                                                                              34 (29)                                           82 (29)                                                                      54 (27)                                    
  3                                                                                              78 (66)                                          176 (62)                                                                      127 (65)                                   
  **Histology, *n* (%)**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
  Serous                                                                                         90 (76)                                          229 (71)                                 0.3                                  161 (71)                                 0.3
  Non-serous                                                                                     28 (24)                                           94 (29)                                                                      66 (29)                                    
  **Residual tumour after primary debulking, *n* (%)**                                                                                                                                                                                                        
  \<1 cm                                                                                         57 (48)                                          235 (73)                               \<0.001                                165 (73)                               \<0.001
  ⩾1 cm                                                                                          61 (52)                                           88 (27)                                                                      62 (27)                                    
  Preoperative haemoglobin serum concentrations, mean (s.d.) (mmol l^−1^)                       7.9 (0.8)                                         7.8 (0.9)                                0.3                                 7.9 (0.9)                                 1.0
  Preoperative blood platelet count, mean (s.d.) (10^9^ l^−1^)                                  303 (121)                                         362 (131)                              \<0.001                               364 (132)                               \<0.001
  Follow-up time for survivors, median (interquartile range) (months)                            40 (NR)                                         36 (24--54)                               ---                                36 (24--52)                                ---
  Number of death, *n*                                                                             63                                                172                                   ---                                    113                                    ---
  5-Year OS probability                                                                           0.32                                              0.40                                   ---                                    0.42                                   ---

Abbreviations: FIGO=International Federation of Gynaecology and Obstetrics; NR=not reported; OS=overall survival; s.d.=standard deviation.

*P*-values were obtained using the *χ*^2^ test (categorical variables) and the Student\'s *t*-test (continuous variables).

^**a**^*P*-value for the comparison between original cohort and general validation cohort.

^**b**^*P*-value for the comparison between original cohort and specific validation cohort.

###### Patient and study characteristics of the [@bib5] original development cohort and the 'general\' and 'specific\' advanced-stage validation cohorts

  **Parameter**                                                                  **Chi original cohort (*****N*****=424)**   **General validation cohort (*****N*****=279)**    ***P*****-value**^**a**^  **Specific validation cohort (*****N*****=154)**    ***P*****-value**^**b**^
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------------------------------- --------------------------
  Age at diagnosis, median (interquartile range) (years)                         60 (NR)                                     61 (52--69)                                                  ---             61 (52--70)                                                   ---
  **FIGO stage, *n* (%)**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  II                                                                             424 (100)                                   42 (15)                                                    \<0.001           154 (100)                                                     ---
  IIIa                                                                                                                       3 (1)                                                                                                                                        
  IIIb                                                                                                                       40 (14)                                                                                                                                      
  IIIc                                                                                                                       177 (62)                                                                                                                                     
  IV                                                                                                                         22 (8)                                                                                                                                       
  **Tumour grade, *n* (%)**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  1                                                                              11 (3)                                      26 (9)                                                     \<0.001           10 (7)                                                        0.06
  2                                                                              84 (20)                                     82 (29)                                                                      34 (22)                                                         
  3                                                                              329 (78)                                    171 (62)                                                                     110 (71)                                                        
  **Histology, *n* (%)**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  Serous                                                                         308 (73)                                    204 (73)                                                     0.9             99 (64)                                                       0.05
  Non-serous                                                                     116 (27)                                    75 (27)                                                                      55 (36)                                                         
  **Residual tumour after primary debulking, *n* (%)**                                                                                                                                                                                                       
  Complete                                                                       57 (13)                                     107 (38)                                                   \<0.001           39 (25)                                                      0.001
  \>0\<1 cm                                                                      158 (37)                                    98 (35)                                                                      59 (38)                                                         
  ⩾1 cm                                                                          209 (50)                                    74 (27)                                                                      56 (37)                                                         
  Preoperative blood platelet count, median (interquartile range), 10^9^ l^−1^   375 (NR)                                    341 (261--438)                                               ---             356 (266--470)                                                ---
  **Presence of ascites, *n* (%)**                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  Yes                                                                            355 (84)                                    221 (79)                                                     0.13            131 (85)                                                      0.7
  No                                                                             69 (16)                                     58 (21)                                                                      23 (15)                                                         
  Follow-up time for survivors, median (interquartile range) (months)            NR                                          36 (25--58)                                                  ---             36 (39--42)                                                   ---
  Number of death, *n*                                                           NR                                          150                                                          ---             97                                                            ---
  5-Year OS probability                                                          0.51                                        0.39                                                         ---             0.31                                                          ---

Abbreviations: FIGO=International Federation of Gynaecology and Obstetrics; NR=not reported; OS=overall survival; s.d.=standard deviation.

*P*-values were obtained using *χ*^2^ test (categorical variables) and Student\'s *t*- test (continuous variables).

^**a**^*P*-value for the comparison between original cohort and general validation cohort.

^**b**^*P*-value for the comparison between original cohort and specific validation cohort.

###### Patient and study characteristics of the [@bib21] original development cohort and the 'general\' and 'specific\' advanced-stage validation-*n* cohorts

  **Parameter**                                                          **Teramukai original cohort (*****N*****=768)**  **General validation cohort (*****N*****=459)**    ***P-*****value**^**a**^  **Specific validation cohort (*****N*****=393)**    ***P-*****value**^**b**^
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------------------------------- --------------------------
  Age at diagnosis, median (interquartile range) (years)                                       NR                         60 (52--69 )                                                 ---             61 (52--70)                                                   ---
  **FIGO stage, *n* (%)**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  II                                                                                           ---                        66 (14)                                                    \<0.001           ---                                                         \<0.001
  III                                                                                       614 (80)                      362 (79)                                                                     362 (92)                                                        
  IV                                                                                        154 (20)                      31 (7)                                                                       31 (8)                                                          
  **Tumour grade, *n* (%)**                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  1                                                                                         121 (16)                      37 (9)                                                     \<0.001           26 (8)                                                      \<0.001
  2                                                                                         146 (19)                      111 (28)                                                                     92 (27)                                                         
  3                                                                                         235 (31)                      249 (63)                                                                     221 (65)                                                        
  Missing                                                                                   266 (34)                      0                                                                            0                                                               
  **Histology, *n* (%)**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  Serous                                                                                    505 (66)                      329 (72)                                                     0.03            296 (75)                                                     0.001
  Non-serous                                                                                263 (34)                      130 (28)                                                                     97 (25)                                                         
  **Residual tumour after primary debulking, *n* (%)**                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  Complete                                                                                  119 (16)                      158 (34)                                                   \<0.001           102 (26)                                                    \<0.001
  \>0\<1 cm                                                                                 129 (17)                      174 (38)                                                                     166 (42)                                                        
  ⩾1 cm                                                                                     520 (67)                      127 (28)                                                                     125 (32)                                                        
  **Performance status, *n* (%)**                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
  0                                                                                         308 (40)                      194 (42)                                                   \<0.001           157 (40 )                                                   \<0.001
  1--2                                                                                      395 (51)                      263 (57)                                                                     233 (59 )                                                       
  3--4                                                                                       65 (9)                       2 (\<1)                                                                      3 (0.8)                                                         
  Follow-up time for survivors, median (interquartile range) (months)                        49 (NR)                      42 (28--62)                                                  ---             39 (26--61)                                                   ---
  Number of death, *n*                                                                         408                        269                                                          ---             250                                                           ---
  5-Year OS probability                                                                       0.45                        0.41                                                         ---             0.36                                                          ---

Abbreviations: FIGO=International Federation of Gynaecology and Obstetrics; NR=not reported; OS=overall survival; s.d.=standard deviation.

*P*-values were obtained using *χ*^2^ test (categorical variables) and Student\'s *t*-test (continuous variables).

^**a**^*P*-value for the comparison between original cohort and general validation cohort.

^**b**^*P*-value for the comparison between original cohort and specific validation cohort.

###### Discrimination statistics for the three prediction models and FIGO stage in estimating 5-year OS probability

                                          **Nomogram Gerestein ([@bib9])**   **Nomogram Chi ([@bib5])**   **Prognostic index Teramukai ([@bib21])**
  -------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------- -------------------------------------------
  **Development cohort**                            ***N*=118**                     ***N*=424**                          ***N*=768**
  **Discrimination**                                                                                     
  c index (95% CI)                                                                                                             
  Prediction model                                   0.67 (NR)                       0.67 (NR)                            0.65 (NR)
  FIGO stage                                             NR                              NR                                  NR
  **General validation cohort**                     ***N*=323**                     ***N*=279**                          ***N*=459**
  **Discrimination**                                                                                     
  c index (95% CI)                                                                                                             
  Prediction model                               0.62 (0.58--0.67)               0.68 (0.63--0.73)                    0.62 (0.59--0.65)
  FIGO stage                                     0.60 (0.56--0.64)               0.59 (0.55--0.63)                    0.58 (0.55--0.62)
  **Specific validation cohort**                    ***N*=227**                     ***N*=154**                          ***N*=393**
  **Discrimination**                                                                                     
  *c* index (95% CI)                                                                                                           
  Prediction model                               0.62 (0.56--0.68)               0.65 (0.59--0.71)                    0.60 (0.57--0.64)
  FIGO stage                                     0.62 (0.57--0.67)                      ---                           0.54 (0.51--0.57)
  **Other external validation cohort**                **---**                         **---**                   **Clark ([@bib6]) (*N*=894)**
  **Discrimination**                                                                                     
  *c* index (95% CI)                                                                                                           
  Prediction model                                       NA                              NA                              0.625 (NR)
  FIGO stage                                             NA                              NA                                  NR

Abbreviations: CI=confidence interval; FIGO=International Federation of Gynaecology and Obstetrics; NA=not applicable; NR=not reported; OS=overall survival.
